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Abstract
Although geothermal resources of Japan is rich and geothermal power generation man-
ufacturers of Japan have the world's leading technology and performance, the develop-
ment of geothermal power generation in Japan is quite late.
However, by replacing the thermal power in geothermal power generation, it is possible 
to signiﬁcantly improve the energy self-sufﬁciency and CO2 emissions, also, it is possible 
to obtain a stable base load power.
To facilitate geothermal power generation, ?National project of geothermal source 
search? and ?Development of new technologies related to geothermal source search?, 
and ?Promotion of cooperative use of the geothermal source? are important policy.
By replacing the thermal power generation in geothermal power generation, it is possible 
to introduce the ?geothermal tax?, and, it is possible to suppress the electrical charges.
Geothermal tax is a rich source of tax revenue of about comparable to the consumption 





















































































































































































??????? 2,534.1 1,031,692 0.2
????? 1,930.8 13,434 14.4
???? 953.0 43,536 2.2
?????? 797.0 24,706 3.2
???? 790.5 78,249 1.0
?? 535.0 272,701 0.2
???????? 435.5 8,555 5.1
?????? 172.1 1,510 11.4
????? 162.5 1,715 9.5
??????? 151.0 1,133 13.3
??? 127.0 1,129 11.2
??? 79.0 216,000 0.0
????? 77.5 641 12.2
????? 33 1,697 1.9
?? 28.8 391,408 0.0
??? 20.4 28,332 0.1
????? 16.0 11,240 0.1
???? 14.7 115,975 0.0
????? 7.0 501 1.4
????????? 6.0 ? ?
?? 3.3 34,598 0.0
???? 2.0 11,360 0.0
?????? 1.2 18,030 0.0
?? 0.3 50,532 0.0
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